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The inability to communicate with human beings in their own language may be one of  
the biggest barriers to the adoption of  information and communication technology 
in the third world and the bridging of  the digital divide. At the same time natural 
language processing is one of  the most complex computational problems that have 
faced computer scientists. A number of  approaches to addressing natural language 
understanding have been adopted over the years. While all these approaches have 
merit, it is clear that they have been most useful for languages that have a large 
knowledge base in terms of  syntactic information, combined with extensive textual 
corpora. In the case of  most Bantu languages these resources are not available 
now, and are unlikely to become available in the near future.  Yet these languages 
are spoken by over 100 million people spread over most of  Sub-Saharan Africa. 
In this research we note that Bantu languages have common logical forms and 
computational structures, and which have utility in semantic processing of  natural 
language.  We propose a derivational approach to discovering the structure of  
compound Bantu words that does not depend on large amounts of  prior knowledge. 
This technique is amenable to machine learning methods such as reinforcement 
learning. Through this we demonstrate a new approach to natural language processing 
that may be of  specific application to Bantu languages and to other language groups 
with a strong inflectional strategy. 

Research Motivation
The traditional scientific study of  human languages has become even more urgent 
in the age of  digitization. Languages with good models are candidates for the 
development of  speech to text systems, text to speech systems, machine translation and 
other computerized processing that will enable these languages to more easily adapt to 
the world wide web and other digitized media. Conversely, languages that are spoken by 
smaller populations that have few digitized or even textual materials, and are perceived 
as having little ‘economic’ value are severely threatened with extinction. Yet there are 
a number of  reasons why it is important to preserve languages including preservation 
of  knowledge about human origins, protection of  indigenous knowledge particularly 
knowledge about biodiversity, loss of  human wisdom and even basic human rights 
(Nettle D.; Romaine S., 2000).

Sub-Saharan Africa is dominated by the Bantu language group that is estimated to 
have between three and seven hundred variants (depending on how a variant is defined.) 
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These languages are rich in Linguistic form, probably encode a large part of  indigenous 
African knowledge and are good candidates for preservation. However, their diversity 
and their shortage of  textual and digitized forms may soon result in some of  the 
languages becoming endangered.

The research motivated by these concerns has the following questions:
• Can recurring structures in Bantu languages be processed using 

computational approaches?
• Can computational pre-processing help Bantu languages make use of  

machine-learning approaches to build linguistic knowledge-bases?
In this paper we consider the case of  one Bantu language, Gikũyũ, to demonstrate that 
a computational approach can be used to pre-process highly compound word forms 
using a machine learning approach such as reinforcement learning.

Overview of  Natural Language Processing Methodology
Since about 1960 (generally the age when computerized processing of  natural language 
became both desirable and possible) there have been two major paradigms for the 
processing of  natural language: the rational and the empirical. (Manning C.D.; Schütze 
H., 1999)

The rationalists (exemplified by early research by Noam Chomsky) had difficulty 
in accepting that a phenomenon as complex as human language could be achieved 
by children purely through the simple and often inaccurate method of  learning from 
examples. They therefore preferred a genetic, pre-programmed view of  language 
acquisition where children were born with the rules and structure of  language in 
place. An Artificial Intelligence researcher who sought to develop a natural language 
understanding system guided by this paradigm would have to discover the rules of  
language and embody them into a program which would then have the ability to process 
language in a human-like manner. Failures in this program might be caused by the 
inability of  the human to enumerate, discover and correctly code all the rules present. 
The rationalists therefore seek a complete understanding of  language.

Conversely, the empiricists assumed that humans begin with a few, simple, language-
oriented abilities and then gain the bulk of  their language ability through employing 
association, pattern recognition and generalization methods to a rich variety of  sensory 
experience. The work of  the empirical language researcher thus can be described using 
the following algorithm:

select initial general language model
while language examples are present
apply pattern-recognizer to language example to obtain pattern
induce additional language information using derived patterns
store additional language information
extend language model using stored language information

The empiricists, therefore, seek a utilitarian understanding of  language that can deal 
competently with the most common types of  language use.
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The field of  natural language processing has not reached a stage where we can place 
an automated natural language understanding device in normal everyday situations so 
most ‘language examples’ used by such system are drawn from a corpus – a collection 
of  usually textual, usually digitized, examples crafted by a human being (or automatically 
generated e.g. by collecting digitized documents through the world wide web. (Getao 
K.W.; Miriti E.K., 2005)

It may be easier to select empirical approaches for the study of  Bantu languages 
because, in most cases, they are not documented to the extent required by rationalists 
(an exception might be Kiswahili, see for example (Hurskainen A., 1992), (Hurskainen 
A., 2004).)  However, the choice of  an empirical approach does not preclude the two 
requirements of  such a study: the choice of  the initial general language model and the 
construction of  a corpus. Both of  these initial efforts are challenging for the reasons 
given below: 

Choosing a language model is to a large extent subjectively dependent on the world 
view, background knowledge and motivations (political / social / technical / …) of  the 
language modeler. For example, spoken sentences generally form a continuous whole 
so the method of  splitting a sentence into classes of  words such as verbs and nouns, or 
even selecting those classes is at the discretion of  the linguist.

To develop a corpus a number of  factors need to be considered:
• Some languages have very few written texts;
• Written texts may be specialized into a certain domain, for example over 

90% of  the Kiswahili texts discovered on the web had a religious context 
so that, for example, the word ‘God’ occurred disproportionately in our 
corpus;

• It is expensive to digitize a large number of  texts;
• Written language is often markedly different in form from spoken 

language;
• It is expensive to transcribe speech.

The matter of  both language model and corpus building will thus remain important 
and challenging research tasks for Bantu natural language. In the meantime Computer 
Scientists can assist the effort by identifying computational methods for processing 
natural language that do not require a complex language model and / or a large 
corpus.

Computational Modeling of  Bantu Natural Language
From very early studies of  Bantu languages that:

“The Bantu languages are attractive to the explorer not only from the harmonious 
adjustment of  vowels and consonants, but from the logic of  their grammatical 
structure, which, in the majority of  these tongues, provides for a wide range and a nice 
discrimination in the expression of  ideas.” (Johnstone Sir H.H., 1919) p.15.

Researchers in Bantu languages have identified syntagmatic features that occur in 
most Bantu languages, which include nominal classes and concords. Attempts to explain 
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the grammatical function of  these features have proved problematic. For example, 
although the noun class that describes humans is fairly regular and consistent in most 
Bantu languages, attempts to explain the classification strategy for other nominal classes 
have (incompletely) relied on such diverse categorizations as shape, size, affect and 
force of  nature. Indeed (Mugane J.M., 1997) notes that “the grouping of  referential 
entities into noun classes has clear semantic criteria for some of  the classes, while for 
others the semantics are not clear cut.”

As for the concords – word parts that are thought to provide agreement between 
other word types such as verbs and adjectives and the noun they are associated with 
– no one has explained why such seemingly redundant concords should exist at all. For 
example the English language uses proximity to associate an adjective with a noun e.g. 
“nice chair” while Kiswahili uses both proximity and concord “kiti kizuri.” There are 
cases where proximity is not used, for example “viti vile alinunua ni vizuri” but such 
cases do not enjoy superior comprehensibility because of  concord. We can see this by 
comparing them to the English translation “the chairs which he/she bought are nice.” 

The researcher’s attention is therefore drawn to the question of  why the most 
common structures, nominal class and concord, should persist when they seem to be 
redundant. Are they ‘syntactic sugar’ or pronunciation features or are they computational 
features that are important to the processing of  Bantu linguistic forms?

In seeking to use computational methods to describe natural languages we use 
the example of  (Fokker J., 1995) who used functional programs to define algebraic 
language. We will later demonstrate that this approach has profound implications for 
the nature of  the basic language model and the learning methods that can be applied 
to a Bantu linguistic corpus based on this language model. We would ideally like to 
choose a formalism that generates a language model that learns robustly from a reduced 
number of  examples (taking into account the scarcity of  suitable Bantu corpora.) If  the 
language model can also be generalized to other Bantu languages then this would be a 
bonus.

Inflections and concords as functions
An inflection is a change in the form of  a word to indicate a change in its grammatical 
function. For example in English the addition of  an inflexion ‘d’ changes the verb ‘pose’ 
to it’s past form ‘posed.’ 

Bantu languages generally form their noun phrases using agreement concords drawn 
from the referential noun class and inflectional prefixes for tense. Thus, for example,

a-li-mu-ona he / she-past-him / her-see

In the structural analysis of  this phrase ‘a’ is a concord for the person class (third person 
singular) that serves for the subject of  the sentence, ‘li’ is an inflexion indicating past 
tense, ‘mu’ is a concord from the person class (third person singular) that serves as the 
object of  the sentence, and ‘ona’ is a verb particle meaning ‘see.’ The referents of  ‘a’ 
and ‘mu’ must be drawn from the surrounding context, either within or outside the 
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sentence. Thus ‘Alimuona’ is a complete sentence, but it could also have been more 
specific ‘Juma alimuona Fatuma’ with Juma as the subject and Fatuma as the object. A 
less common passive construction is ‘Alimuona Fatuma, Juma.’

In structural analysis these concords and inflexions are viewed as grammatical 
features of  the Bantu sentence. However, in this research we investigate the possibility 
of  using them as computational features, by creating a set of  concatenation functions 
that affix various concords and inflexions to a class root to create new compound 
words. A class root is the most basic ‘atomic’ particle that exists in the language.

The concatenation functions belong to function classes. The function class Tense 
contains several functions for concatenating the inflexions for present, past and 
future and so on. The function class Source also has several functions relating to the 
concatenation of  suitable inflexions to represent singular and plural, first, second and 
third person. In Bantu linguistics the noun classes are also critical to the selection of  
the correct person function and this may be an important facility in the selection of  
information from the Reference. The function class Target has similar properties to 
the function class Source. Finally the function class Deed defines all the class roots of  
the language. The basic language model consists of  the definitions of  these functions. 
The application of  these functions for a fragment of  language produces a semantic 
model of  the fragment. The analysis of  these functions and their interaction with the 
Reference can be a means of  building a refined language model using a corpus.

Abstraction and specialization of  nouns by higher-order functions
Another language feature that occurs in some Bantu languages is noun derivation, 

where suffixes and prefixes are used to subtly alter the meaning of  nouns or even to 
change a word from one word class to another (e.g. nouns can be derived from verbs 
as in English run → runner.) The Gikûyû language in Kenya is an example of  a Bantu 
language that demonstrates prolific noun derivation strategies. Diagram 1 below shows 
some of  these strategies

It is noted that the derivation strategies are regular (and their semantics are also 
generally regular.) Many of  the derivation strategies are also compositional in nature. 
One derivation, for example an agentive verbal suffixation can be applied immediately 
after another derivation such as a nominal base prefixation to produce a perfectly valid 
agent (an agent is a noun representing a person.)
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Diagram 1: Derivation of  nouns in Gikûyû language (Mugane J.M., 1997)

It is this regularity of  application that causes one to speculate that a functional approach 
to exploratory compound word derivation may be a useful tool for discovering the 
structure of  Bantu compound words.

For example concords drawn from a specific noun class can be fixed into a general 
class function using an argument fixing functions such as:

 (define nominal-base-fix
 (lambda (prefix)
 (lambda (class-root)
 (string-concatenate prefix verb-root]
Similarly verbs can be fixed into a general class of  agentive verbs by composing 

another nominal derivation functions (such as the one above) with a string transformation 
function. Thus a functional interpretation of  the noun derivation operations would add 
considerable power to Bantu language processing.

Compound words in Gikũyũ
A common quality of  Bantu languages is the compound word. Compound words 
exist in many languages, for example, in English we have a set of  related words (run, 
runs, ran, runner, runners, running) which are clearly related. They consist of  the root 
‘run’ with affixes which subtly alter its meaning. During linguistic processing we often 
pre-process linguistic expressions to ensure that ‘run’ and ‘runs’ are not recognized as 
separate words but rather as different forms of  the same word.
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In a Bantu language such as Gĩkũyũ the compounding can be quite complex (see 
for example (Ng’ang’a P.M., 1996) page 1.) For example, using the root verb ‘ciar’ 
roughly meaning ‘born’ many words can be formed by the addition of  affixes including: 
<ciar>a (verb – give birth), agĩ<ciar>ũo or ara<ciar>ũo (a verb phrase – he / she was 
born), gũ<ciar>ũo (the infinitive – to be born), gũgũ<cia>rũo (a prepositional phrase 
– after the birth has taken place), mũ<ciar>ithania (noun – midwife), mũ<ciar>i 
(noun – parent, the-one-who-has-given-birth-to. These many forms are related but 
would require a powerful pattern-matching algorithm in order to access the common 
<ciar> in all these compound words. This is complicated by the occurrence of  ‘ciar’ in 
other forms such as <ciar>a (noun – fingers.) It would require a large corpus to access 
comparative compounds that would help us to derive the key component from each 
compound, for example:
1. gũgũ<ciar>ũo
2. gũgũ<thi>o
3.  gũgũ<tham>ũo

The situation is further complicated by changes that take place in the structure of  
the compound word based on pronunciation –for example 1,3 share the common suffix 
‘ũo’ whereas 2 has suffix ‘o’ based on issues of  pronunciation. The recursive form of  
compounding in Gikũyũ means that regular expressions are not suitable for representing 
the diversity of  structure that occurs in these compound forms.

Since there is limited written material in the language it is difficult to achieve a corpus 
of  the size needed to use machine learning techniques such as clustering or neural 
networks to capture the essential structure of  the common forms of  these compounds. 
In this research we thus propose a generative method to enable the use of  a trial and 
error machine learning approach such as reinforcement learning as an alternative 
method of  gathering linguistic information from a resource-scarce Bantu language.

Derivational Method for Gikũyũ Compounds
We shall draw from the work of  (Mugane J.M., 1997) in naming the minimal particle 
that can be achieved from a compound the class root. We shall assume that the class 
root is modified by various affixes to form a compound. The process of  modification 
that is carried out using the recursive rules of  the derivational method is successful if  a 
derived compound matches a compound word that occurs in the language. (The word 
that is used to validate the derived compound may be obtained by any means, either 
from a text corpus, or from a speech corpus, or by recognition by a fluent speaker of  
the language.)

Drawing on the work of  (Steedman M., 2004) we assume that the derivation is 
compositional. As he notes: Composition is one of  the most primitive combinators, 
or operations combining functions, which (Curry H.B. , F. R., 1958) call B, writing the 
above sequence a;b as Bab, where:

 Bab = l( a(b( r))
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However, in this case the composition is not absolutely free because not all a and b 
functions can be composed into a function that will derive a valid Gikũyũ compound. 
The task is to find a utilitarian set of  compositions that can be used to derive valid 
Gikũyũ compounds.

In the above equation for composition, r, in the derivational calculus is always 
the class root. A series of  functions: a, b, c, d, e, f  is defined that are concatenation 
functions that prefix, suffix or infix r with a modifier. Concatenation functions can be 
developed analytically or they can be discovered using a machine learning algorithm 
such as clustering (or even a simple algorithm that splits words into syllable since many 
Bantu inflexions appear to be syllables.) Examples of  concatenation functions are:

•  Functions that prefix a compound with a noun class concord (for example 
the verbal compound ‘igua’ → <mũ>igua by prefixing with the class 
concord for the person class.

•  Functions that suffix a compound with a relational verb prefix (for example 
the class root ‘igu’ → igu<ithania> by prefixing with a transitive verb 
prefix.

Each time an additional function is applied to the current composition the derived 
compound is tested for occurrence. 

Composition is thus an infinite function that is only terminated when a valid word 
in recognized. Once a valid word is recognized the composed function is stored for 
testing with other roots. Since the function may not be valid for all roots, each function 
is associated with a list of  roots for which it has been accepted as valid. In a machine 
learning approach such as reinforcement learning, the agent is rewarded for finding the 
most general compositions, that is, those that are valid for the greatest number of  class 
roots. Eventually the compositional functions may be used to tag a real corpus.

Reinforcement learning
The definitive text on reinforcement learning (RL) defines it as “Reinforcement learning 
is learning what to do – how to map situations to actions – so as to maximize a numerical 
reward signal. The learner is not told what actions to take, as in most forms of  machine 
learning, but instead must discover which actions yield the most reward by trying them. 
In the most interesting and challenging cases, actions may affect not only the immediate 
reward but also the next situation and, through that, all subsequent rewards. These two 
characteristics – trial and error search and delayed reward – are the two most important 
distinguishing features of  reinforcement learning.” (Sutton R.S.; Barto A.G., 1998)

(Harmon M.E.; Harmon S.S., 2000) characterize RL as the marriage of  dynamic 
programming, a mathematical method traditionally used to solve problems of  
optimization and control, and supervised learning a generalized method for training a 
function approximator (e.g. neural network) to represent functions. RL performs well 
in large complex environments where the correct answers (training examples) are not 
known.
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The definition of  an RL problem has the following parameters:
• A complex, dynamic environment;
• A reinforcement function usually represented as a mapping from state/action 

pairs to reinforcements, which is applied after each state change in the environment. 
There are a number of  strategies for representing complex dynamic environments 

and reinforcement functions in the literature. For example reinforcement functions 
can be represented using formally justified techniques such as dynamic programming 
or learning automata, or ad hoc techniques such as greedy strategies (Kaelbling L.P.; 
Littman M.L.; Moore A.W., 1996).

Learning the compositional functions for Gikũyũ compounds
The complex dynamic environment for the reinforcement learner consists of:
1. A composition function, C, that recursively composes functions from the set of  

functions (consisting of  the base set of  concatenation functions and any other 
functions composed during the interaction) , S.

2. A finite set of  concatenation functions. Some of  the concatenation functions 
are organized into function classes. Functions that belong to the same class are 
interchangeable in any composed function, F �S.

3. A class root set, R, from which strings defined as class roots may be drawn as 
starting function arguments.

4. A reinforcement function, Q, that rewards the reinforcement learner for 
composing more general functions.

5. A set of  valid (compound) words, V, that consists of  all those words which have 
so far been found to exist in the language.

6. An ordered set of  composed functions, W, that consist of  those functions that 
have been found to derive valid words, each being associated with a set of  class 
roots, Tn, that are those class roots that are valid arguments for the function. The 
composed function with the largest Tn has precedence in the ordered set.
The reinforcement learning model consists of  
• a discrete set of  environment states, . The state of  the environment is 

represented by the set W;
• a discrete set of  agent actions, . The actions are the choice, composition 

and application of  two functions from the set S on a word from the set R; 
and 

• a set of  scalar reinforcement signals representing the reinforcement 
function, Q, (in this case a real number representing the length of  the list of  
wordsTn from the validation set , V, that can be generated using  the latest 
composed functions. )

The goal of  the reinforcement learner is to learn a policy, p,that composes the most 
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general functions for generating compound words in Gikũyũ. This algorithm generates 
one composition per cycle. As with all reinforcement learners the learner incorporates 
an exploration strategy that causes it to periodically compose a random function to avoid 
becoming stuck in a local minimum (in this case, we wish to prevent the learner from 
continuously re-using the most successful composition functions.) Several researchers 
have developed reinforcement learning algorithms that are pertinent to this kind of  an 
approach for example (Moriarty D.E.; Schultz A.C.; Grefenstette J.J., 1999) or (Dixon 
K.R.; Malak R.J.; Khosla K.P., 2000).

Conclusion
In this paper we began from the premise that BNL is a worthwhile topic for natural 
language processing research because we want to preserve the languages that are spoken 
by so many African voices, and that contain so much valuable knowledge. We went on 
to argue that current corpus-based techniques may not be adequate for languages that 
are disadvantaged in the quantity and quality of  digitized texts available for inclusion in 
the corpus. Such languages may also have language models of  variable quality.

We studied Bantu language structures from the novel perspective of  viewing the 
concords and inflections that abound in Bantu languages from a functional viewpoint as 
the products of  compositional concatenation functions derived using a reinforcement 
learner.

In this way we have demonstrated that it is possible to use a computational approach 
to derive linguistic knowledge from a small amount of  knowledge about a Bantu 
language. We have demonstrated that a derivational, language-engineering approach can 
be posed as a reinforcement learning problem.

The exploratory and knowledge-efficient methodology posed in this paper holds 
promise for addressing the problem of  digitizing a resource-scarce language such as 
Gikũyũ.
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